Millennium
Highly customisable
riser recliner chair
with excellent
support and pressure
management
For a customised approach to seating, the Millennium
is our most versatile chair offering dimensions, pressure
relief and frame adjustments that no other chair can.
The Millennium can be built to a specific
set of dimensions, whilst the choice of frames will
deliver the right lifting mechanism for the user. Our
most popular, the dual motor tilt in space
frame, can be set to achieve three
different lifting patterns.

Features and benefits
 Our most configurable riser/

recliner chair
 Different lifting patterns to suit

the user, including vertical lift
option
 Optional electric armrest to all

independent side transfers
 160kg SWL
 Minimum seat height – 13”

(33cm)
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Millennium

The patented electric lift up arm is an example of the
adaptability of this product. Aimed at facilitating
independence and reducing care packages, the arm
will be raised at the touch of a button allowing
obstacle free movement to and from a wheelchair.
To enhance the options further, our new frame now
offers extra high vertical lifting – ideal for clients who
carry out side transfers.
Various backrests and seat cushions can be used to
give the support and relief required, along with
wedges to provide further specific lateral support
and comfort. Special cushions and air alternating
seats can be supported with the Millennium.

Tilt-in-space

Backrest
recline

Dimensions
Frame Action

Tilt in Space Dual

Seat to Floor Height

35-61cm / 14-24”

Seat Width

40-66cm / 16-26”

Seat Depth

40-66cm / 16-26”

Arm to Seat Height

12-30cm / 5-12”

Back Height

66-91m / 26-36”

Back Style
Pressure Relief
SWL
Leg Lift
Lift to Stand Angle
Wooden Knuckle Arm

Waterfall
Air / Memory Foam
127-158kg / 20st to 25st
8st
Tilt / Semi-Tilt / Flat
Natural / Walnut / Mahogany

Rise
function

Order Code: N710 

Who we work with
Care Homes
Occupational Therapists
Budget Holders
Case Managers
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